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Parking resolution 
leaves questions 
BY SUE BRITT 
staff associate 
A dispute concerning the interpretation of a 
parking resolution, and whether faculty may 
use student parkllg lots, has remained unre-
solved after the last meeting of the senate. 
William Connett, chair of the senate 
Committee on Physical Facilities, said that 
until this fall, faculty were not ticketed for park-
ing in student-designated lots. He said that 
recently complaints by faculty were brought to 
his attention and that since the last senate meet-
ing ran long, the parking issue was not 
addressed. 
Connett said that in 1992, a parking resolu-
tion was passed and accepted by the chancellor 
that eliminated the lot specific faculty parking 
assignments. He said that it was assumed then 
by faculty that because there would be times 
when faculty parking would be full, they would 
be allowed to park in student parking, 
"It was realized at the time that they did this, 
the number of spots that were going to be in 
the faculty lots would not always be enough for 
the number of people who were faculty," 
Connett said. 
Connett said with recent construction of the 
new Student Center, students began to com-
plain about the lack of close parking spaces, as 
many were lost in the construction. He said 
that it Vias then that faculty parking in student 
lots began to ~e ticketed. 
Issue of whether faculty 
can use student spots 
remains unresolved 
Connett said the 1992 resolution specifically 
states students may only park in student lots 
but does not read that faculty may not park in 
student lots. The resolution only states faculty 
and staff would be ticketed for parking illegally. 
He said the lack of specificity regarding faculty 
in student lots allowed for faculty to infer that 
it would be legal. -
" [The resolution] says that people will park 
in their designated areas, and for years that was 
understood to mean that you should park in the 
lot that was of your sort ... and if you were fac-
ulty parked in ~he student lot, you wouldn't get 
a ticket," Connett said, "because it was per-
ceived that the student parking places were not 
as good as the faculty parking places and 
nobody would park there unless there was 
some reason that they couldn't park [in the fac-
ulty lots]." 
Reinhard Schuster, vice-chancellor of 
Administrative Services, said that the senate 
resolution is open-ended in regard to whether 
faculty may park in student parking spaces. He 
said that although the senate passed a resolu-
see PARKING, page 8 
Stephanie Platt/The Curllmt 
A car parks in Garage He" last week. A 1992 senate resolution has created 
confusion over whether faculty are allowed to use student spots. 
Budget and Planning issues spur dissent 
senior editor 
Sparks Hew between faculty and administrators at a meet-
ing of the Budget and Planning Committee late last month 
over issues related to yearly budgetary reallocations and the 
chancellor's reserve. 
Some faculty unhappy over yearly reallocations 
"I really think that the administration in Woods Hall has 
lost touch with the core faculty," said Gail Ratcliff, associate 
professor of mathematics and computer science. "They see 
numbers on a piece of paper but they don't see individuals 
who are not making the income that they should make and 
who fall behind further and further every year.» 
Citing an "unacceptable dilemma" of "pathetic wage 
increases, [and] crumbling infra..'itructure," Jeanne Zarucchi 
agreed with Ratcliff's assessment. 
\(!e cannot have a Status quo of reallocations and below 
market wage increases," said Zamcchi, who is chair of the sen-
ate and a member of the conumttee. "That's just unaccept-
able." 
Taxation and Reallocation 
Faculty salaries are only one of many faultlines in a rapidly-
grmving and increasingly nasty rift between some faculty and 
administrators over the complexities of an incredibly intricate 
budgetary process that has left many conhlsed and unhappy 
over the way cash is doled out and taken from departmental 
units. At the center of this fi scal tug-of-war are the yearly "tax-
ations" which commandeer money from campus departments 
and units as a wav to make up for the budgelary shortfalls that 
have beset UM-St. Louis for several years. 
Acco rding to Don Driemeier, deputy to the chancellor, 
these taxations involve the removal of some "cost" dollars 
from unit budgets in order to balance the books while "rate" 
dollars for the units remain the same. Driemeier explained that 
rate dollars consist of continuing allocations from year to ear 
to cover payroll and other expenses, while exce scot dollars 
result from the lUlused portions of rate allocations. H e aid 
rate allocations are rarely completely used because they don' t 
assume vacancies in a unit due to deaths, retirements and res-
IgnatIOns. 
James "Krueger, vice-chancellor for Managerial and 
T echnological Services says that the taxation of these c:·:cess 
cost dollars is necessary to stave off the difficult and more per-
manent rate dollar cuts necessary to balance the budget during 
an enrollment downturn. 
"This is the chancellor's most basic point. Do we think at 
some point that we can get out of this [downturn: or should 
we make the permanent cuts?" Kruege r said. 
Krueger and Driemeier contend those "pennanent," or ratt: 
cuts would be painful ones, perhaps resulting in a need to shed 
staff. 
"The fact is that core student credit hours decreased from 
250,000 to 213,000 over a seven-year period," Krueger said. 
'The faculty during that period stayed about the same." 
Hence, the taxation of excess cost dollars to make up the 
difference, which Chancellor Blanche Touhill says is predicat-
ed on the assumption that sagging enrollments and th rev-
enues they are associated ",ith will eventually rise, thus elimi-
nating the need for temporary cost reallocations. 
"Every campus of the University had an enrollment prob-
lem [during the five-year plan]," Touhill said. "I believed the 
students would come back. The academic officers said the stu-
dents would come back, so we thought to ourselves why fite 
people whr. are doing a good job when in a year or tvm, they'll 
come back?" 
Enro!!ment..s and Revenue 
However, central to the issue of whether the students will 
come back seems to be a disagreement over how many actual-
ly left, 
see BUDGET, page 8 
New satislaction index 
shows student p- iorWes 
THE SATlSF.4CTJON INDEX 
BY JOSH RENAUD 
staff assistant 
Bureaucratic runaround, lack of park-
ing space, and inefficient communication 
are just a few of the problems Gary 
Grace, vice-chancellor for Student 
Affairs, is ainling to eliminate. 
As part of its strategic planning 
process, the Office of Student Affairs 
recently released the results of its Student 
Satisfaction Index. The comprehensive 
survey asked students what is inlportanr 
to them and asked them how they felt the 
University was doing in those areas. 
Grace plans to use the results of the sur-
vey to map out what the Office of 
Swdent Affairs will focu s on when mak-
ing plans for future improvements. 
"This is going to be our marching 
agenda for the next four or five yeaJ's," 
Grace said. "We're going to put groups 
together to find out more information 
and assemble teams to develop strategies 
for solving each of these issues." 
One of those issues, Grace said, is 
bureaucratic runaround. Talking with 
student focus groups has helped planners 
develop ideas for eliminating this feeling. 
"Instead of telling students we'll get 
back with them, what we want to do is to 
try and serve them inlmediately, regard-
less of what office they go to," Grace said. 
"\Xfe're going to cross-train our staff to 
answer a wide variety of questions, 
because we want to reduce the com-
plaints and the sense that students are 
being nm around a lat." 
The perennial parking problem topped 
students' priority lists and ranked lowest 
in student sat isfaction. Grace said that the 
administration was addressing the situa-
tion, but needed to do a better job of 
communicating its plans to students. 
"One of the things we're planning to 
do this year is raise the parking fee from 
$8.00 a credit to $1 2.00 a credit,» Grace 
said. 'The reason that fee is going up 50 
percent is that we're building a brand new 
parking garage that will be open in the 
fall. [Also], there is an aggressive parking 
plan that [will replace] many of [the 
garages], because they were originally 
built as tempOl"aJY stmctures." 
"We're going to send out a communi-
see I NDEX, page 8 
THE HIGHEST 
instructional Campus 
Support 
Services 
4 
Registration 
THE lOWEST 
Based on averages on a 1-7 
scale in which 1 is "Not 
Satisfied At All" and 7 is 
"Very Satisfied." Eleven 
categories were ranked. 
The three highest and low· 
est are shown. 
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N a m e d UM-St. Lou i s 1 998 B est Cam p u s Community Bui l ding Program 
Tuesday, May :11 
• Appreciation BBQ at the Newman 
House from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. Meet good 
people, eat good food, and drink good 
drinks. Contact: Betty Chitwood, 385-
3455. 
Wednesday, May 12 
• Blood Pressure and Cholesterol 
Screening in the U-Center Lobby from 
11:00 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m. Contact: 
University Health Services, 5671. 
• Farewell Reception for Kathy 
Osborn, Vice Chancellor of University 
Relations from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the 
Summit Lounge. Contact: Robbyn 
Wahby, 5747. 
o 
Put it on the Boiwd: The Current Events Bulletin Board is a service pro-
uitJRrl free of charge to all student arganizations and Unit;ersity departments and 
divisions for on campus events. Deadline for submissions to The Current Events 
Bulletin Board is 5 p.m eve:IY Thursday before publication. Space ronsideration 
is given to student arganizatinns and is on a jim-rome, jim·servefl basis. l# 
suggest all submissions be posted at least I1ro u:eeks prior to the event. Send 
submissions to. ToddAppel. 7940 Naturall3ridge Road. SL Lollis MO 63121 
or far: 516-6811. All listings use 516 prefixes unless CJ1:hMwise 
indicated. 
1'- -
Monday, May 17 , 1 Monday, May 24 the Sue Shear Institute for Women in 
Public Life. Contact: Dayna Stock, 6623. • Spinning Classes begin today and run • 21st Century Leadership Training 
until August 6. Contact: Rec Sports, Program for College Women at the Pierre 
5326. Laclede Honors College. Sponsored by 
• Wellness Classes: a variety of aero-
bics classes will be offered including Tae 
80, W.E.T. Step, and Turbo Sculpt. For a 
one time fee participants can attend any 
class at anytime during this summer 
semester. Contact: Rec Sports, 5326. 
Sunday, May 23 
• 21st Century Leadership Training 
Program for College Women at the Pierre 
Laclede Honors College. Sponsored by 
the Sue Shear Institute for Women in 
Public Life. Contact: Dayna Stock, 6623. 
the Sue Shear Institute for Women in 
Public Life. Contact: Dayna Stock, 6623. 
Tuesday, May 25 
• 21st Century Leadership Training 
Program for College Women at the Pierre 
Laclede Honors College. Sponsored by 
the Sue Shear Institute for Women in 
Public Life. Contact: Dayna Stock, 6623. 
Wednesday, May 26 
• 21st Century Leadership Training 
Program for College Women at the Pierre 
Laclede Honors College. Sponsored by 
Thursday, May 27 
• 21st Century Leadership Training 
Program for College Women at the 
Pierre Laclede Honors College. 
Sponsored by the Sue Shear Institute for 
Women in Public Life. Contact: Dayna 
Stock, 6623. 
Friday, May 28 
• 21st Century Leadership Training 
Program for College Women at the 
Pierre Laclede Honors College. 
Sponsored by the Sue Shear Institute for 
Women in Public Life. Contact: Dayna 
Stock, 6623. 
Campus CrlmeLine The Campus CrimeUne is a free service provided by the UM-St Louis Police Department to promote safety through auureness. 
April 23, 1999 
A student reported that between 10 
a.m. and 3 p.m. a passenger side win-
dow was broken on his vehicle while it 
was parked at the U-Meadows. 
April 28, 1999 
A staff person reported that between 
8:00 a.m. and 4:15 p.m. the driver's 
door glass was broken out of her van 
and a Nokia cellular telephone was 
stolen . The van had been parked in 
parking garage "N" on the first floor. 
12 noon 
12:30 pm 
1 :30 pm 
4:30 pm 
5:00 pm 
5:30 pm 
6:30 pm 
6:45 pm 
wtth Lori 
W.E.T. 
with Ricki 
Turbo Sculpt 
with Audrey 
April 29, 1999 
~--'~'---~-~ 
i May 3,1999 
Campus Planning and Construction 
reported that seven small plants were 
pulled out of the ground at the New 
Softball Fie ld near the Fine Arts 
Building. 
May 2, 1.999 
Optometry Clinic staff reported that 
between April 30 at 2:30 p.m. and May 
1 at 5:00 p.m. $1,000.00 in cash was 
stolen from the clinic safe. The investi-
gation into the theft continues. 
Participation 
One-time fee allows 
participants to attend any 
class at any time for the 
entire SS99 semester 
i A student reported that between 10:40 I a.m. and 2:30 p.m. a Southwestern Bell 
i cellular telephone was stolen from her 
! vehicle while it was parked on the sec-I:,~ ond level of parking garage "N" . The driver's glass was broken out. 
i 
'\ I 
I 
.E 
I 
May 4,1999 
A student reported that the passenger 
side window was broken on her vehicle 
while the vehicle was parked on lot "Z" 
on the South Campus between 2:10 
p.m. and 3:30 p.m. Stolen was a 
Jensen CD player and an Ameritech 
pager. 
May 5, 1999 
Unive~sity Police while on patrol at the 
Mt. Providence property questioned a 
suspicious person. That person is sus-
pected of burglarizing one building at 
the rear of the complex. Four pieces of 
lawn equipment were found in the bush-
es near the building. The investigation 
continues. 
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STUDENTS $25 
FAC/STAFF $40 
ALUMNI $40 
I~<=:!--="'='!"!-I"- - No dance steps! No cute dance moves! 
allenge yourself with calisthenics! Cardiovascular drills will be interspersed with 
rength training. This is not a danc,e class. 
Introducing 
GRANDE MEALSD1 $999 
I~~~~= - Jump up, step up, and pump up by blending lo/hi aerobics, stepping 
d body sculpting to get a great workoutthat is suitable for all fitness levels. 
1.....",,"'7-'~ - Come and do the national craze. This is cardio with a punch! Lose body fat 
d gain confidence. 
- Cardiovascular workout using t;le Reebok Step. This workout can be low or 
gh impact. Prepare to sweat! 
Low Impact - Aerobic workout that is challenging for ele cardio system, but gentle 
on the joints. Low Impact aerobics combined with strength training. . 
1 .......".!.f=~=c~u~1 ~ - Body shaping and redefining using xertubes, weights, bands, step 
your body's own resistance. This will help enhance all your body parts! 
1-"7''-"7:-=-'-'-~~.J'!' - Low impact aerobics, weighted low impact and step aerobics to 
ha enge your cardiovascular endurance system. Be prepared to sweat! 
I==-~""""""-'-'-'-=== - Intersperse step aerobics with strength and toning segments and . 
what do you get? Healthy heart and lungs and a super cross-training workout. 
I-""-"'-':-"'-"-"'-~~ - Cardiovascular work-out with a kick. Put some confidence in your step 
and power in your body. Great mind/body workout. 
I~=.!..""" - Cardiovascular water exercise; class is easy on the joints (low impact) . 
Great for weight loss & body defining. Get fit wi water steps, shallow end aerobics 
and deep end water jogging. 
Visit us on the web: www.umsl.edu/services/recsportlindex.html 
The new Grande Meal'" from TACO BELL, 
turns any occasion into a fiesta. 'Cause you get a choice of any 
ten Crunchy or Soft Tacos or Bean Burritos, plus a lVlexican Pizza 
plus a Nachos BellGrande, for just $9.99. So, grab a Grande Meal'" 
at TACO BELL, and fuel up the whole party. 
TACO~BELL 
O ffer val id at pa r tic ipating TACO BElL® locations. Pri ce exclude s tax. Excludes chicken a nd steak prod ucts . © 1999 Taco Bell Corp. 
------------------
$ gg 
plll~ la.'\ 
Grande lVIeal'" 
Choose an:' ten Crunchy or 
Soft Tac()~ or Bean Burrito~. 
plus a \ leskan Pizza plus a 
\ac-holi BcUGrande" 
No coupon required. • Q 
bduoes c '(~~r\ and s(elk produm.Vahd It partlclp.lnng TACO BEll:! IOC3[10115. ~ 
V~hd for" limited :;HTU~:. Offer e~plre5 6 30 99 VOid If copied or tran5.ferred imd ~ 
where proh!blted. Cash ~alue I 20 cem.Tilx eX [f;)' . No[ valid With any other oHef,. TACO 
; 1999 T"o Bell C09 BELL 
Mega Size It! 
Add fhe more Crunchy or 
Soft Tacos or Bean Bmritos 
for only s3.00 more. $ Q.O 
With purchase of a Grande Meal "" Q 
Excludes chkken and steak products. Valid olt particlpolting TACO BEll® locations. ./" ...... 
Valid for a limited lime. Offer expir.es 6t30f9i.void if copIed Of transferred and ~ 
where proh!bired. ( lsh V1llJe 1110 cent Tax exm. Not vahd With any other offer TACO 
'(;1999 TICo Bell Corp. BELL 
May 10,1999 
Writer's block' 
, can ... uh ... um ... 
what's the word? 
• 
It's the very end of the 
semester. Everything seemed to 
be going smoothly. May began 
after April, right on schedule . 
Temperatures began to rise in a 
sporadic ~nd unpredic tabl e 
manner, which is completely 
normal and pretty much 
expected herein St. Loui s. All 
was well. That is until... (drum-
roll, please) da, da, da, ' da, da, da 
(thank you) da, da ... Writer's 
Block hits me like a bat out of 
Hades. 
I have been wri ting all 
semester-for classes, for The 
Current, in my personal journal, 
in letters, and through e-mail-
and I have had a few isolated 
incidents where I struggled 
with a topic or a lead. I have 
always had the luxury of time, 
or at least the illusion of time, 
which creat-
ed a sense 
(however 
false it may 
have been) 
of security. 
Now, for 
some rea-
son I have A .. ":'.v. .... ~.() .. ":'.~~~ .. [).9. .. 
d' h Features Editor rna e t e 
mistake of looking my deadline 
square in the eye, and it has 
indeed turned me to stone. 
This ailment, known in writ-
ers' circles as simply "The 
Block, v is a purely psychologi-
cal phenomenon. But being 
aware of this does not make the 
effect any less real. 
Unlike "senioritis" (see my 
earlier column on senioritis for 
more details on this tragic syn-
". drome), knowing that you have 
The Block does not help the sit-
uation. In fact, this could actu-
ally cause more damage than 
good. You see, its goal is to 
wound you in your head. 
Hitting directly at the brain's 
core, The Block grabs hold and 
begins to eat away at all creative 
and independent thought. Soon 
" you will be second-guessing 
every grammatical decision, 
running spell check for any 
, word over tWO syllables and, 
finally, finding it difficult to 
compl~te any phrase more 
advanced than "See Spot run." 
Slowly but surely, The Block is 
able to work its wa\' down to 
the muscles in your arms and 
hands, causing your small 
.. motor skills to become sluggish 
and eventually stop. This makes 
l it impossible to type or write at 
all, even the really bad stuff you 
were writing before. 
The worst is yet to come. 
While you are sitting there, 
staring at your computer or 
notepad, eyes glazed over and 
saliva beginning to gather at the 
corner of your mouth, it sud-
denly occurs to you, "I have 
-. writer's block." 
Just fahged aboudit after 
that. It's approximately 1.27 
seconds after that realization 
hits that you begin to panic. 
"I can't have writer's block," 
you say, "this 12-page res earch 
~ paper on "Why Bugs Bunny is 
the Devil," is due in seven 
" 
-4 hours, and all I've written is my 
name! And I'm not even sure if 
that's spelled correctly ! 
ARGHHHHHH!" 
It's futile to put up a fight at 
this point. The only way our is 
the door. r mean, literally, you 
have to get up and leave for a 
while. You have to forget yo u 
have The Block or it will con-
tinue to control you indefinite-
ly. The more you think about it, 
the more you streSs, the more 
you freeze up, the les s you 
accomplish. So, for goodn ess 
sake, get out of there before it's 
toO late. 
Just remember to go back in 
time to finish your assignment. 
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After more than a quarter century, the 
Women's Center continues to serve the 
UM-St .. Louis campus community 
Our goal is 
to help stu-
dents stay in 
school, to 
give them 
some skills, . 
some life 
skills, or 
what ever it is 
that they 
nee~ 
whether it be 
help with 
child care or 
child support 
... [or ot her] 
issues that 
st udents deal 
with .. . 
-Joanne Bocci 
-" 
BY SUE BRITT 
.............................................. 
staff associate 
Helping students stay in school are 
not the only goals of the Women's 
Center. Responsibilities for new stu-
dent orientation are also being handled 
through the Center by its coordinator, 
Joanne Bocci. 
Bocci said the Center, established in 
1973, has grown over the years and the 
position of coordinator was expanded 
to full-time in 1980. She said it was at 
that time the duties of new student ori-
entation were assigned to the coordina-
tor of the Center. 
The Center regularly provides pro-
gramming in the form of workshops 
and speakers on various topics . 
Additional services provided by the 
Center include the handling of student 
sexual harassment complaints, crisis 
intervention, access to educational 
material, and a library. The Center also 
provides an emergency contact service. 
"Students can come in, fill out a 
form with their schedule of classes and 
where they hang out," Bocci said, "and 
if it's an emergency, we'll come and get 
you out of class, you know, if your 
child is sick or whatever." . 
Of the six student orientation ses-
sions throughout the year, the Center 
runs three over the summer. This year, 
In ten words or less, 
describe UMSL's park-
ing conditions. 
"M erely a trifle. Soon all earth-
lings will obey me." 
-Ryan Kiwala 
Sophomore/Sec. Education 
"The parking situation is ridicu-
lous. I dread the parking lot!" 
-Kate Rosenthal 
Junior/Secondary Education 
"I don't care because I don't 
own a ca r .'" 
-.Ioyce Myers 
Sophomore/ Mechanical 
Engineering 
"Dangerous and time consum-
ing. This problem should have 
been considered before the 
opening of Fall semester. 
"Parking at UMSL is like a 
party in my pants, and every-
one is invited." 
-Brian Gracey 
Senior /English 
·Janie Williams 
Juni.or / History 
the sessions will be held Jun. 4 and 5, 
and Aug. 14, 20, and 21. There will be 
one more session the Saturday before 
the Winter semester. These orienta-
tions are held ir the J. c. Pen~ey 
Building. 
student leaders that need to be filled. 
Information regarding these 
A student studies in 
the Women's Center in 
Clark Hall . The 
Center heads 
campus orienta-
tions as well as 
providing a 
positions can be obtained 
from Melissa Stack at The 
Women's Center or call 
Bocci said the orientations help new 
students to understand what the facul-
ty on campus are like and what the 
expectations will be for them at UM-
St. Louis . 
"We use just about every room we 
can get our hands on at ].c. Penney," 
Bocci said, "because we have break-out 
sessions and we do a lot of [ seminars]." 
Bocci said that the break-out ses-
sions will provide information on 
career counseling, online services, 
and financial aid services . She said 
the UMSL Market Place for 
Student Learning will be set up to 
provide students with information 
on student organizations. 
Bocci said student leaders will 
be participating in the orientation 
and are assigned to a group of new 
students to assist them by giving 
tours of the campus and being a 
contact person for the new Stu-
dents. Student leaders also help 
with the final details before orien-
tation begins. Bocci said there are 
three or four paid positions as 
516-5380 
informa -
h 
variety of 
Sam Kastel The Cun'ent 
Vice-chancellor moves to 
-- • 
new local RCG"A ·"poSI 
BY ANNE PORTER 
S t atf·~ass-o cia te·~·~ ·~· ·-· ·~ -····-·-~·- ~--· ·-··--· - ~ · .. -·· .'-.-......... ~.-... .. .. .. ..... . 
The St. Louis Regional Commerce and Growth 
Association, or RCGA, multiplied its effectiveness a hun-
dred times just by adding one valuable servant, Kathy 
Osborn. 
Osborn has served at U M-St. Louis for thirteen-and-a-
half years in five differem positions. Her last position as 
vice-chancellor of University Relations was the culmina-
tion of her stay at U M-St. Louis. A farewell reception is 
set for Wednesday fro m 4-6 p. m. in the Summit Lounge. 
Osborn, at the RCGA, will lead an endeavor called the 
Regional Business Roundtable which will rep resem large 
and mid-size St. Louis area companies. 
Osborn does not view this as leaving a po ition, but 
fulfilling a mission which is to develop new models for the 
community in both discourse and engagemem. 
Job training and other community focused p rograms 
will help to accomplish the goals of the Bu siness 
Roundtable. 
"I think they would like me to work with other orga-
nizations, whether that's universities or cultural instimtes, 
and develop ways which they can partner with the 
RCGA," Osborn said. 
Osborn describes herself as mission driven which she 
traces back to one of her first jobs as a vocational teacher 
at Ritenour Vocational Prep School in St. Louis, where she 
taught disadvantaged youth job readiness skills. 
"Coming to [UM-St. Louis] came our of a sense [that] 
there's something important to do. \,\fhat's happened here 
has been a wonderful opporrunity for me as [1) have been 
able to work hard, get involved with a lot of our con-
stituents, raise some money. There's always been an 
opportunity," Osborn said. 
To define her mission and drive, O sborn talked a litt le 
about her work ethic. 
"I do like to read things. I do like to take a problem, 
come up with a solurion, and work collaboratively with 
people," Osborn said. 
One project in which 0 born p layed a part can be vis-
ited on the .DM-St. Louis campus, the Mercantile Lbrary. 
"Mercantile was a v ry exciting project. We had to 
work with a lot of people. Some who knew us and some 
who did not," O sborn said. 
T hro ugh the Mercantile, much of the history of St. 
Louis is made available, especiaJly in the Globe-Democmt 
1 . 
arcmves. 
Her favori te position at UM-St. Loui s was her fi rs t , the 
manager of Alumni Activit ies . 
"I gOt out in almost every maj or company, every 
school district, every government [agency]. Wh erever 
alums were, I JUSt got out and traveled. It gave me a really 
good sense about who we were and then I was able to 
excite Oll r graduates about getting invo lved, and we start-
ed to put together our boards and our chapters,» O sborn 
aid. 
The third year that this program W;J.> implemented, it 
won a national award. Osborn simply considers herself a 
catalyst that brought other facu ity, alumni, and staff 
tOgether to make this program work. 
O sborn views all of these steps and programs as the 
means for C hancellor Blanche Touhill' vision. 
"I think she is building the University for the twenty-
first century. She is on a lot of boards across th e counr ry 
and what she views is to be one of the great urban univer" 
sities ," O sbo rn said. 
The new Student Center v,1.11 help to make this vision 
happen by placing all the services in one building, increas-
ing accessibility. O sborn believes this is as much of a m en-
tal revitalization for UM-St. Louis as a physical one . 
O sborn ",rill most certainly be missed at UM -St. Louis, 
but her reach ",rill still be felt in the St. Louis communi ty 
,vith the help of the RCGA. 
Movie Review 
Shakespearian feel evident in 'Dream' 
Midsummer Night's Dream 
Rated PG 
Opening May 14 
Running Time 2:05 
I have to admit that I love Shakespeare. 
This new version of \>:'illiam Shakespeare 's magical 
romantic comedy is a delightful film. Unlike some recent 
renditions of Shakespeare's works that have retained only 
the plOt and translated the rest into modem settings and 
language (such as 10 Things 1 Hate About YOH, derived 
from the Taming of the Shrew), this is a more true adapta-
tion, retaining the poetry of the lan guage. The wonderful 
cast does an excellent job, so that the beauty of the lines 
shines through, but the audience is not left confu sed by 
arcane terms or about the action of th e scene. 
In this version of the play, the woodland nymphs and 
immortals retain their Greek-myth appearance, but the 
human characters are relocated to, apparen tly, turn-of-
the-century England. This allows for 3n extra comic 
touch, as some chases in the woods are done on bicycle. 
Beautifully done lighting h ighli ghts both th e late 
VictOrian outfits and locations, but the shimmery cos-
tumes and ylvan sets of the woodland mystic creatures 
are especially gorgeous in this golden light. 
As mentioned before, the cast does an excellent job, 
wi th Stanley T ucci a standout as Puck, although I thought 
Kevin Klein 's vers ion of Bottom is a bit over-the-top in 
some scenes. Overall, I am delighted to see such a well-
dDne adaptation of a Shakespearean work, and hopefully 
this is a harbinger of more to come. 
-Catherine Marquis-Homeyer 
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OUR OPINION 
Communication needed on budget 
The Issue: 
The Budget and 
Planning Committee 
has raised concerns 
over the yearly real-
locations that have 
hit the campus for 
the past several 
years. 
We5uggest: 
Consensus and 
involvement are 
the keys to less 
dissention over 
future decisions. 
50 what do you 
think? 
The recent flap In the Budget and Planning 
Committee over the rampant reallocations of recent 
years is apt to leave even the best of us a little dazed 
and confused. Why all the anger? Why all the bitter-
ness? Why all the sudden? 
In fact, this blow up has been a long time coming 
for many faculty who feel wronged and excluded by a 
budget process of which they do not feel they are a 
part. The difficulty and anger here clearly seems to 
spring from a lack of consensus over campus priori-
ties. While such a consensus problem can never be 
solved to everyone's satisfaction, the level of stormy 
discontent would appear to indicate rampant and 
widespread unhappiness about what Faculty Council 
President Dennis Judd calls a "byzantine" budgeting 
procedure. While some may rightly disagree with the 
increasingly nasty tone of the faculty 's rhetoric, there 
is a distinct need for a discussion process that would 
better facilitate decisions in which everyone can feel 
they have a voice. The chancellor has made positive 
steps in scheduling discussions on such issues as the 
Performing Arts Center and other controversial tOp-
ics but the real test is whether the dissenting voices 
are actually being listened to. 
Let us hear from you 
on this or any issue in 
a letter to the editor. As for the idea of "pay as you go" the administra-tion's response has been vague at best. Straight talk is 
what's needed. If the chancellor wishes to choose not 
current@jinx.umsl.edu to budget according to this policy, that is her right. 
The committee is, after all, only in existence in an 
advisory capacity. The chancellor has final decision-
making authority. Either way however the administra-
tion owes the campus a clear signal as to which strat-
egy It wantS to pursue. 
No one is completely right in the debate, of course. 
Despite the claims of some to the contrary there does 
appear to be an actual enrollment shortfall, a serious 
decline in credit hours. Meanwhile the aftershocks of 
the five-year plan 's austerity are still being felt. The 
administration's budgetary practice of imposing cost 
reallocations within a rate budget seems a valid, if 
exceedingly complex, way of dealing with that short- . 
fall. The budgetary decisions being made in the chan-
cellor's office are not easy ones and will not always be 
met with great fanfare. Consensus is vi tal bu.t no 
choice pleases everyone. 
As for the chancellor' s reserve, such a reseive is 
neither unusual nor unwise for a manager to have on 
hand but the best way to end the debate and dissent is 
for the administration to take steps to publicize hath 
the size, and to the extent possible, the sources of the 
reserve. Students and faculty alike should expect and 
be entitled to a clear accounting of such information. 
Still, this may not end the debate. 
Perhaps, in the end, we will have to realize as Vice-
Chancellor James Krueger putS it, "budgets can be 
looked at in a multitude of ways." 
• LETTERS TO T HE EDITOR 
Thank you for helping with Mirthday 
We would like to thank The Cun'ent for their excellent coverage 
of Mirthday 1999. Not only were the articles informative and great-
ly appreciated, but the photo coverage was magnificent! We would 
also like to thank the people behind the scenes - the board members 
of the University Program Board, the Office of Student Activities, 
and all of the student organizations who participated this year. 
Thanks, especially, to Sigma Pi Fraternity for volunteering so much 
of their time to the Program Board that week. Without the aid of all 
of these wonderful groups and the fabulous coverage provided by 
The CIOTent, this year's Mirthday would not have been such a phe-
nomenal success. 
-Jackie Anderson & Carrie Mowen 
Co-coordinators, Mirthday 1999 
Race still an issue at UM-St. Louis 
I'm responding to your article in May 3rd's edition of The 
Current, concerning SGA president-elect Butler. Let me be the first 
to say that I have personally reaped countless benefits that the 
University of Missouri-St. Louis has had to offer. Secondly, I did 
not vote for Butler in this year's election and I believe, after review-
ing them, [he grievances put forth by vice-president Carrie Mowen 
are valid and deserved to be heard and reviewed. Now after saying 
all of this, do I believe that as an African-American female, that 
there are racial biases involved in this case or that there is raci sm 
here at our university? The answer to both questions would be a 
clear and resounding yes. 
Had Buder been white, the minor violation of the election regu-
lations, more than likely \\'ould have never been filed. It is my belief 
that because of his race there were certain parties that have set out 
to discredit the newly elected SGA president. I am even willing to 
place a small wager, that SGA presidents of the past have violated 
the same and other SGA election regulations and have gotten away 
with it. 
The question at hand is that since Buder has been charged with 
certain violations, should his race be one of the determining factors, 
in ruling in this case? Of course not. But at the same time, the issue 
of the racial tension on campus should not be ignored. This situa-
tion should be used as a tOol to open communications surrounding 
this topic. The SGA can take this opportunity to do something 
concerning racism at UM-SL, or shrug their shoulders and take on 
the philosophy that the university is a reflection of the "real world" 
and advise African-American students to study hard at UM-SL's 
Race Relations 101, teaching them how to be complacent in dealing 
with the harsh racist realities of this society. 
-Charmane Malone 
GUEST COMMENTARY 
Belly dancing is not true Arabian culture 
Outrageous, outrageous, outrageous . Belly dancing, the culture I would like to ask some quest ions of the officials of the ASA. 
of Arabia. Give me a break, guys. How can belly dancing be part of Where were they when their high school teachers were teaching 
Arabian culture when women in Arabia have a strong culture of them about the great cultures and glorious history of Arabia? 
covering themselves? The part of the world where women are not Where were they when their parents were telling them stories of the 
supposed to meet or even be seen by strangers can neve r have belly wonderful traditions of Arabia? And would they really be able to 
dancing as their culture. tell their parents and teachers that they represented 
On Apr. 25, the Arabian Student Association at UM- Arabian traditions by arranging a belly dancing perfor-
St. Louis organized an event called n Arabia Night" fea- mance? I do not know the answers for the first two 
turing a belly dancing performance. The treasurer of ASA questions hut I do know the answer for the last one and 
called it the "Culture of Arabia." r lived in Oman (an it's a strong NO. It would be like the American 
Arab country by all means) for 10 years and I never heard Students Association arranging a striptease night in 
of any belly dancing performances conducted in "presti- Oman claiming it to be the culture of America. Well, 
gious places." Well, I heard of these performances but yes it is very common in America but is it really the way 
they were mostly conducted in bars and night clubs Americans would like to portray their culture in front 
which are not considered "prestigious" at least in Oman and .. .<:l.~~.I .. S .. ,t<;.J\.R "'.~."'.!. of others? 
its neighboring Arab countries. Guest commentary Well, the moral of the Story is that the ASA did not 
Considering the fact that I am not considered Arab I went Out leave a very good impression in their first performance. As one of 
and interviewed some Arab students (I was really curious about the the Arabian students said, "If this is the beginning then God knows 
fact that this "culrure" of belly dancing stayed hidden from me for where they will end." I would strongly suggest to the officials of 
10 years). One student named Salha said, "Belly dancing is not the ASA that they should not play around with the great Arabian 
Arabian; it is Turki.sh adopted by Egyptians during the time Turkey reputation. The ASA should portray to the world what really makes 
colonized Egypt." Egypt does not represent Arabia as a whole. The up Arabian culture, not what they want to see in it. 
size of the other Arabian countries leaves it way behind. 
May 10,1999 
I 
Goodbye to a long' l 
year and great staff~ 
So this is it. 
It's finally here. The last issue of yet another long year in the some-
times tumultuo~s, often trying, occasionally frustrating bur always I 
rewardmg life ot a student newspaper. We end it here, as yet another 
editOr and yet another group of staffers commits to the dusty, yel- , 
lowing archives their small but impressive contribution to campus 
history's slow progress. IT 
Staffers such as Joe Harris, who stepped in during a difficult rime 
to do an even more difficult job. Joe's unwavering and occasionally 
terrifying enthusiasm for his work (MY LEADII! WHAT DID YOU 
DO TO MY LEAD????!!!!) has breathed life into a management 
team (and an editor) when it was needed most. May Joe, who was 
punished for his good work by being elected to 
my job next year, have a great time leading The 
Current into the next millennium. 
Staffers like Ashley Cook, a friend and co-
worker who made a rough first semester not 
just bearable but often fun through sheedorce 
of personality. Thanks, Ashley. May your 
future endeavors treat you better than your 
past bosses have at The Current. 
Staffers like Pam White who's above and 
beyond the call of duty contributions are never D B 
bl' I . db' h I hAY I D A UGH E R pu IC y recogmze ut IS nonet e ess t e-EdTt;~':in-Chief 
backbone of this paper. Pam's constant 
encouragement and friendly ears as well as her advice on the science 
of management are appreciated beyond words. Without her guidance ',. 
through the odd universe of purchase orders, IDOs and encum- J 
brances that make up the world of campus finance we would have " 
been lost and none of us would have gotten paid. ~ '1 
Thanks to Judi Linville, taker of Sunday night phone caUs and 
newly-named MCMA advisor of the year, an honor that hardly does 
her justice. Her always accessible, but hands-off style has defined 
what it means to be part of a student-run newspaper. Judi can take 
pride in the fact that The Current could run without her though the 
product (to say nothing of the editOr's mental state) would be far, far 
worse for her absence. 
Thanks to Stephanie Platt, who has to rank as one of the most dri-
ven and enthusiastic individuals I've ever met. Stephanie'S incredible ~ front page photOS have conveyed the stories of this campus better , 
than anything us idiot writers could hope to achieve in the most well-
worded of articles. The fact that Stephanie has run two divisions of -4 
this paper, with almos t no paid help, says volumes of her character. 
The fact that she has run them well says more than I could put on this 
page. 
Thanks to ad man extrordinare Tom Wombacher, who's even-
keeled good cheer has sustained us through the best and the worst of 
wee ks. (YOU STILL CAN'T BEAT ME AT MAELSTROM, 
MAN.) 
Personal thanks are also due his partner in crime Mary Lindsley, a 
great friend and excellent employee without who's support and 
friendship, I never would have made it through my term as news edi-
~ 
see BAUGHER, page 8 
Kudos to the staff but 
there's more to come 
This semester certainly has gone by pretty faSt, and I can't believe 
that this is my laSt column of the school year (of course, if you have 
already read David Baugher'S column on this same page, you already 
know that I ",..jll be back next year as The Current's Editor-in-Chief). 
It has been a semester of great change for me personally. I started 
this semester as a volunteer spans writer. I became the managing edi-
tor because the position became available (and I was the only one Stu-
pid enough to take it). And now I am going to be the next editor start-
; 
I 
ing May 17. ~ 
I want to thank David Baugher for giving me the chance at the 
managing editor's position. David has taught me a lot over the past , 
semester as far as the paper's inner workings and how to [not 1 deal ' 
with people (just kidding, Dave). 
I also want to thank the staff. You have all been terrific and I expect 
more of the same next year. This paper will only lose a few people to 
graduation and the core of our staff is intact. So UM-St. Louis, you 
should expect bigger and better things from our humble publication 
next year. 
Readers can begin to look for more color photographs, In the past, 
The Current could only do one color issue because of COSt constraints. r 
Bur the priming cost has gone down, so look 
for color Issues involving Expo and 
Homecoming, as well as Mirthday. 
The news department will have more well-
rounded coverage of a variety of campus orga-
nizations and events. The Current will no longer 
be the SGA weekly. 
Features and Sports will be bigger and bold-
er next year. 
Our web page will be even higger and better. 
Look for exclusive web columns and a count- JOE HARRIS 
down to the millennium chronicling UM-St. · · · ·M~~~gi~g·Ed;t~;· ... 
Louis ' history as the twentieth century comes to 
a close. Also, don't forget to visi t the web forum and speak your mind 
about po]jties, spons, or the SCA. 
The advertising department will continue to grow and prosper. 
Without the ad 'depanment, we don't have a paper (thanks for all of 
your hard work Tom and Mary). 
The paper even has the Missouri College Media Association's staff 41 
advisor of the year in Judi Linville. She is a remarkable lady and a great 
teacher, and I am gratefu l she will be back ",..jth us. 
Though we have almost everyone coming back, there is one person • 
who is leaving us who will be sorely missed. She is Pam White. 
Pam doesn't write any articles for us, and you won't see her picture 
in the paper next to a co lumn (although her picture would look a lot 
better than my current column photo), buc without her this paper 
would not be possible. Pam is our business director. She makes our 
budget, and she does all of aUf purchasing. Pam has done this job for 
four years without any fanfare, but I am commending her now. We'll 
miss you, Pam. 
To the rest of the staff who is coming back: I look forward to a I 
great year. Finally, I invite any of our readers who are interested ini 
joining us in a writing or non-writing role to give us a call or stop by, 
and we'll do our best to accommodate you. 
May 10, 1999 '{[be <!Cuttent 
--~------~----------------~----~----~--------------------------------~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
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Life change: 
, leads to a new 
view on athletes 
t 
For most of my life I have criti-
cized athletes who left their teams 
before finishing what they staned 
for the organzation. . 
Everyone from Jack Clark, Brett 
Hull and Roger Clemens, to any 
scrub that left as a free agent -
everyone was a target. I think I 
changed my mind, though, with the 
end of my talk show recently. 
r have gone through both roles. 
At The Current I have stuck out 
five long years. I have written for 
nearly every section, taken photos, 
and done lots of other fun things. 
With my talk show, Bodyslam 
(.www. bodyslamradio .com) it has 
been a nice year-and-a-half run. 
The differnce between the twO is 
great. At The Current I have done 
pretty much what I have wanted to 
dei. Next year I will fulfill my final 
want here when I become the man-
aging editor of the paper. I love the 
... place and 
when I finally 
decide to 
walk away I 
will know 
that I have 
done what I 
wanted to do. 
r did it my 
way and to 
me that has KEN DUNKIN 
~ been the sports editor 
" most fulfill-
ng part of my time here. 
f With Bodyslam it has been an 
entirely different kind of era of my 
life. The show came to end in 
Columbia, Mo. last Monday. While 
I have tired of driving well over 100 
miles every Monday, there is some-
thing rewarding about doing a job 
.: , well done. 
The thing is it wasn't my choice 
to end the show. My co-host Chris 
Gough, or Big Country as he is 
kn own on the show, is going to 
work for the World Wrestling 
Federation in Stamford, Conn. His 
move left me up a creek v.rithout a 
paddle. 
With his move the show was 
done. 
Like all the athletes that I had I 
complained about whho hhad lehftdnf~r . 
v greener pastures w en t ey a t 
finished the job they staned, this 
time I had to learn to let the feeling 
go. For once, I won't have closure 
on a job. 
Finally, r understand why the 
players have bailed Out on other-
v.rise great situations. When you're 
in the same situation, it is tough. 
There are many upset people in 
Columbia. M any want the show to 
continue. But Bodyslam as we had 
done it, was finished. 
It JUSt couldn't continue the way 
it was. Just like the Chiago Bulls, 
once one of the pieces leaves the 
show, it may ~s well be busted to 
pieces. It JUSt wouldn't have been 
right. Things change and that I 
guess is something that I "rill forev-
~. er have to get used to. 
I'm not saying that I like change, 
in hcr I hate it with a passion. I 
wourd rauher have things stay the 
same way for the rest of my life, 
well maybe not live with my par-
ems· fore er but you get the point. 
So all in all, it comes back to 
spons. Sports at UM-St. Louis has 
been great to me. Through it I have 
proved what I can do, for better or 
worse. Most of all, I have met some 
really great people and had great 
times. UM-St. Louis athletics have 
been good to me and I wish th e 
same to every sportS editor who 
will follow in my shoes. If they can 
have half as much fun as I have then 
it is going to be one hell of an expe-
rience for them. 
Which brings me to my latest 
dilemma. Do I let the show die the 
death that it ultimately should? Or 
do I continue the show to delvelop 
the same closure that I have with 
The Ct~rrent? I'm · not really quite 
sure yet, but if you hear a rather 
odd wrestling show on your 
favorite radio station don't change 
the station. Just know that Dunkin 
and Bodyslam have struck again. 
SPORTS 
Ken Dunkin, sports editor 
phone: 871-2192 fax: 516-6811 
e-mail: kdunkin@rocketmail.com 
Softball finishes fourth in GLVC tourney 
Strong finish, signings, raises RiveJWomen's expectations for next year 
BY DAVE KINWORTHY 
........................................................... _., ............................................. . 
staff associate 
The women's softball team headed intO the 
Great Lakes Valley Conference tournament 
red-hot, bur ran into a couple of bumps along 
the way to a fourth place fini sh in the tourna-
ment. 
In the first round of the GLVC tourna-
ment, UM-St. Louis defeated Wisconsin-
Parkside 4-1. Kathleen Rogoz pitched a 
strong seven innings, allowing one run on 
seven hits v.rith six strikeouts to her credit. 
Rogoz even helped herself offensively by 
getting two hits and driving in a run. 
Two hours later, the Riverwomen tOok on 
no. 1 seeded Sill-Edwardsville and lost 6-1. 
Jennifer Vancil got twO hits in the game, 
while Sybil Wall scored the only run for the 
Riverwomen. 
In game three of the GLVC cournament, 
UM-St. Louis soundly defeated Quincy 5-1 to 
ensure a tOp four finish in the tournament. 
Catcher Andrea Wirkus had a solid perfor-
mance as she hit a home run and had two hits 
while driving in a pair. 
The Riverwomen then encountered rival 
Southern Indiana and lost a heartbreaker 1-0. 
UM-St. Louis was held to just twO hits by 
US! pitcher Amy Stetler (IS-lon the season). 
Kathleen Rogoz took the loss for the 
Riverwomen, who finished up the season 15-
S overall. 
Utility player Jennifer Vancil and pitcher 
Kathleen Rogoz were both named to the First 
T eam All-GLVC conference team. Andrea 
Sczurko was also named as a Second Team 
All-Conference selection. 
With the Riverwomen returning an abun-
dance of talent for the following season, Head 
Coach Charlie Kennedy is only thinking 
about the positives from this season. 
"We had a lo t of talent, but it JUSt took a lot 
of time for it to jell," Kennedy said. "In the 
last two and a half weeks, we went 10-3. We 
would liked to have been the conference 
champions and bring back the championship 
to Mark Twain ." 
The Riverwomen have gone through many 
changes this season, but the highlight of them 
aU is the advantage of having a place to call 
home. 
"It was a great accomplishment to go 12-4 
at home this season," Kennedy said. "We are 
excited about using our field during the off-
season for camps and clinics for fundraisers . 
We would have loved to host the conference 
championship next year because the confer, 
ence v.rinner hosts the tournament the follow-
ing season." 
As the season came to an abrupt end, 
Kennedy put his effom into improving his 
team for the following season. 
The Riverwomen have officially signed 
three women to play at UM-St. Louis next 
year. 
First baseman Ashley T ooley from 
Wabash Valley, II. signed an official letter of 
intent to play for the Riverwomen next sea-
son. Tooley this season has hit eight home-
runs and drove in 42 runs. 
Other commitments include catcher H olly 
Messenbrink from McCluer North, the run-
ner-up in 4A this past year and utility infield-
er Erin Shepherd from Francis Howell. 
As UM-St. Louis has three signed already, 
Kennedy is not yet satisfied v.rith his squad for 
next year. 
"I am still looking for a freshman pitcher 
and middle infielder," Kennedy said. "You 
have to have a great turnover ratio, so we 
know what we have to do fo r next season." 
Rivermen fail to qualify 
for GLVC tournament 
Cycl ing team 
cruises through 
first year 
By KEN DUNKIN 
staff editor 
game to Quincy. Their winning streak 
included two victories against 
Indianapolis which had qualified for 
the tournament. 
against teams who had less than ten 
victories . " By KEN DUNKIN 
The fate of the Rivermen's baseball 
team is currently in the hands of the 
Regional Selection Comittee. 
The decision was due yesterday or 
early this morning . 
~ .... -.. -.-.. - .-- .... ~ ........... ~ .. -.------.-------.. ---~ ... -- .-....... ---.-.--~. 
staff editor 
In their first season as a club sport, the UM-St. 
The Rivermen season may have 
been cut short as they missed the 
Great Lakes Valley Conference tour-
nament. 
"I think those two games were cru-
cial," Brady said . "If the selection 
committee is fair we will get in. If it 
comes to politics then a team like 
Ashland may slip.. in. The thing is they 
haven't played anyone all season. 
Twenty-two of their victories came 
The Rivermen, though confident, 
still were worried about recei ving the 
at-large bid. 
Louis cycling team has grown to 12 members. 
The club was started thi s year as a result of many 
cyclers attending UM-St. Louis. 
The Rivermen slipped out of the 
standings to qualify for the GLVC 
conference as they didn't finish in the 
top two in their conference division. 
The season may not come to an end 
for the Rivermen. A comittee met over 
the weekend to hand out the four 
regional at-large bids. 
"I think we have as good as a 
chance as anyone," Rivermen Head 
Coach Jim Brady said. "1 think if the 
people who make the selections are 
fair. then we will make it il1." 
The Rivermen have the credentials 
to qualify for the Regional 
Tournament. They were ranked 19th 
overall in the May 3 Divi sion II 
National Rankings. Their ove rall 
record was 31-12 for a .721 winning 
percentage. They also ended the sea-
son on a hot streak winning 17 of their 
last 20 games. 
"One of the things they will look at 
is we finished strong, " Brady said. 
"We were playing really great ball to 
finish off the season." 
"Guys have been on pins and nee-
dl es," B rady sa id . "It is going to get 
even worse the closer it gets to deci-
sion time." 
"I knew a lot of people who went to school at UM-
St. Louis who really li ked to ride;" team member Tim 
Ranek said. "We ju t spread by word of mouth that we 
had a team and it has grown from there." 
Growing has been something the team has done 
over the past semester. With seven athletes making 
trips to meets the team has preformed well, but they 
are looking to grow in their next session . 
The Fall session will begin in September and go 
through October with the events aiming towards 
M ountain Bike racing. 
"We are looking to grow," Ranek said . "We cur-
rently have an A program which is for really fast rac-
ers . There are categories for all types of levels . There 
are also Band C divisions." 
A main focus for the team next faJl will be to 
expand to having wome n on the team. 
"Any women that want to join the program are 
more than we lcome," Ranek said. "They have 
women's divisions and hopefully with getting more 
team members we will be able to place several people 
in each event we are in." 
The team had placed several athletes in the races 
during the road race events in the Spring secession. In 
the Regional Champion ship, Joe Hill finished 6th in 
the class A road race. 
With the great fini sh the Rivermen 
put themselves in reach of the selec-
tion . They had barely missed the con-
ference tournament as they los t a 
Stephanie Platt/ The Current 
Riverman Bob Stehman (27) slides home safely in a game against 
Truman State on Apr. 20. 
The team competes against 26 teams in a seven 
state area. Events are held throughout the midwest 
and the Regional Championship was held at St. Louis 
University. 
Ranek said an event shou ld return to SI. Louis for 
the team next seasoll. 
Spor1s Opinion 
Don't overlook the Blues against the Stars 
The Blues pulled our a miraculous win over Phoenix in 
Game Seven and now have to take on the no. 1 seeded 
Dallas Stars. 
Welcome back, Brett Hull! You now have to prove all 
of yo ur critics wrong. 
When Hull left the Blues, numerous fans criticized him 
for leaving the St. Louis area for an abundance of reasons. 
Some said Hull may have left because he was a greedy, 
self-proclaimed hockey superstar. H e left the Blues 
because of the lucrative contract offer he received from 
the Stars. Mon ey might have meant more to Hull than 
loyalty . He wanted his name to be heard around the 
league as a player who helped the Stars win th e Stanley 
Cup. . 
The second reason Hull may have left was because of 
the laid-back approach the Blues tOok in pursuing an 
extension of Hull 's contract. 
He could have been so hurr by the terrible Blues man-
agement that going elsewhe re was the right and on ly thing 
to do. 
Well, enough with all of the Hull talk. 
This series that the Blues and the Stars are battling 
through is not about Brett Hull versus the Blues. It is 
Money m i ght have m eant m ore to Hu ll tban loy-
alty. He wanted his name to be 
heard aroun d the l eag ue as a 
player who hellped t h e Stars 
win t he Stanley Cu p . 
about two teams with a rivalry with one another. 
The Stars would still be a solid team wit hout Hull, and 
the Blues are still an average team lookin g towards the 
future with blossoming stars. 
This rivalry is about the tough, grindin g style of play 
that these tWO teams exhibit while playing against one 
another. 
The grit and sweat of players along with the blood and 
fights that occur is wha t makes thi s feud good for the 
National Hockey League . 
The Mike Modanos and the Chris Prongers are what 
makes this series so good. The talented goal-scoring o f 
Hull against the widely spread out scoring of the Blues, 
with Pierre Turgeon and Pavol Demitra leading the 
charge, makes this series closer than it looks on paper. 
I do not want anybody to ove rlook the Blues JUSt 
because they do n ot have the powerfu l sco ring punch of 
old. They do not have Doug Gilmour, Bernie Ferderko, 
or even Wayne Gretzky an ymore, but the style and the 
system that Head Coach Joel Quennvillc has implement-
ed works. 
Look for th is se ri es to be a tightly-checked, low scor-
ing contest, and do not overlook the poss ibility of a 
Blues/Detroit semifin al matchup. 
-Dave Kinworthy 
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.. Student Court upholds election; 
linds violation but takes no action 
BY JOE HARRIS s··e;·o·i·o·r···e·<ii·i·;;:····· ············,,····,,······ ... " .... " ... " ..................................................................... . 
The Student Court found one violation of the election rules in 
Darwin Buder's Student Government Association presidential cam-
paign, but found it not severe enough to warrant another election or 
the disqualification of Butler as a candidate. 
The violation involves Butler's campaign flyers. The flyers did not 
contain the source of their funding as stated in the election rules. 
"I think that the Court did the right thing in their ruling," B~der 
said. "I'm ovenvhelmed, I'm joyful; and again I feel blessed to be able 
to take on the responsibility of the . . . student body president." 
Though victorious, Butler does have concerns with the Student 
Court's structure. 
"I think we have to seriously begin to look at the process of the 
Court and try to get it more formalized, but, yes, I do believe justice 
was administered properly," Butler said. 
Carrie Mowen, the SGA vice-president-elect who filed the cam-
paign violations grievance against Buder, said she was not surprised 
by the Court's ruling. 
"I think they judged him very fairly," Mowen said. "I kind of 
knew what the outcome was going to be, but to me it was a matter 
of going by the rules." 
Chief Justice of the Student Court Steven Bartok, said that the 
deadline for filing election-related grievances has passed and the issue 
is now dead as far as the Court is concerned. 
Though Buder's flyers were found to be in violation of the elec-
tion rules, Butler was found not guilty of the other two allegations 
Mowen brought forth to the COUrt. One allegation was that Butler 
had a comic at a recent University Program Board event speak on his 
behalf without the proper papenvork: The second allegation was that 
Buder was addressing his classes without the proper papenvork. 
Bartok said that the actual form that was supposed to be filed 
came into question. 
<CWe argued a little bit over how that form read, whether he was 
endorsing them or they were endorsing him, etc.," Bartok said. 
Bartok said the Court found the endorsement forms to be need-
ed if the candidate was using someone else's name for their cam-
paign, not for someone else to say the candidate's name. 
Bartok said the COUrt found a connection between Butler and the 
comic, but they weren't sure whether the comments made by the 
comic were intentionally encouraged by Butler. 
Butler said that he has no hard feelings towards Mowen and that 
business done hy this administration will follow policy and proce-
dure. 
"If Miss Mowen wants to continue to focus on our differences 
and she thinks she will pull me into this battle with these differences, 
then we will ne~er get anything done," Butler said. 
Mowen said that the grievance is behind her and that she is will-
ing to work with Butler as long as he is willing to work with her. 
"Right now [Butler's] trying to be my boss and the whole 
school's boss ... he's going to try and bully me and try to tell me 
what to do," Mowen said. "I'm not going to stand for it." 
Butler said the hearings brought forth a gap benveen the races on 
this campus and that he plans to set up a presidential advisory com-
mittee to find out why this is happening and how the races can be 
brought closer together. 
Butler said the committee will be comprised of people from both 
genders and from as many cultural groups as possible. 
Student Activities Budget Allocations for the 1999-
2000 fiscal year 
Organization 
Accounting Club 
African-American Leadership Council 
Alpha 'Xi Delta 
American OptometriC Student Association 
Anthro Club 
Biology Graduate Student Association 
Catholic Studfents at Newman House 
Chemistry Club 
Chinese Student Association (Mainland) 
Crimino Criminal Justice Grad. Stud. 
Horizons Peer Counseling 
Ice Hockey Club 
Indian Student Association 
Iinternational Students Organization 
J nese Student Association 
Malaysian Student Association 
Mannhiem Park Social Analysis Consort 
Mathematics Club 
Midwest Model United Nations 
Phi Alpha Theta 
Pierre Laclede Honors College 
Political Science Academy 
Political Science Graduate Stud. Assoc. 
Pre-O ub 
1998-99 
allocation 
$1,552 
$19,000 
$1,250 
$3,500 
$0 
New Org . 
$2,200 
$550 
$1,850 
$300 
$20,000 
$18,050 
$300 
$4,500 
$300 
New Org. 
$625 
$2,100 
$950 
$2,075 
$2.500 
$1.400 
1999-2000 
request 
$3,679 
$0 
$3,920 
$8,970 
5 
$23,000 
$42,310 
$2,950 
$5,950 
900 
$1,000 
$4,700 
$2,575 
$3,000 
Recommended 
1999-2000 
$1,550 
$0 
$1,250 
$4,500 
$500 
$3,050 
$775 
$1,500 
$1,485 
$500 
$800 
$2,000 
$1,000 
$3,000 
$2,100 
$2 ,200 
Awarded after 
appeal 
$5,000 . 
$20,000 
$1,000 
$3,625 
Stephanie Platt/ The Current 
SGA President-elect Darwin Butler shakes hands with Vice-President-elect 
Carrie Mowen during an at times heated confrontation on the U Center 
patio, Apr. 27. The confrontation took place following a hearing prompted 
by Mowen's grievance against Butler. The Student Court upheld the elec-
tion last week. 
Constitution passes 
in landslide voting 
Grievance filed over lack of publicity 
BY SUE B RI T T 
staff as s oc i ate 
court]." 
Avery said he fe lt Butler did not 
research the issue before he complained 
about it and that Butler had an opportuni-
\ ,. 
Students voted to p ass the constitution 
for the Student Government Associa tion 
in a landslide, a 96 to 4 percent vot , that 
was held on U M- t. Loui s campus, 
l11Ursd:1)" Apr. 29. 
ty to suggest changes to the constitution .' 
at the last SGA meeting but did not. 
Current SGA president, Jim Avery, 
said that some ch:mges w re made to the 
constitution to take Out the ambigui ties 
that had existed. 
DarWin Buder, SGA president-elect, 
said the constitution is still roo vague. H e 
said the job descriptions for the officers 
are nOt clear. 
"The power is kind of divided up in so 
many different parts, you can' t teli where 
the power lie, ," Buder said. " [There are] 
so many people, and it doesn't have any 
structure. " 
Butler said the SGA constitu ti n 
should reflect the u.s. C onstitution. 
"[In the U S . C on titution] the presi-
dent nominates the Supreme C OUrt jus-
tices, and it's not like that in [the new 
SGA constitution]," Buder said. " [It only 
reads J the assembly approves (the student 
Dancin' 
"If Darwin was so concerned or wasn't 
satisfied with the constitution, he should 
have been at the assembly," Avery said. 
"H e chose not to be there, so it shows the 
SGA what kind of interest he has." 
Graduate School Representative 
St ven Wolfe has filed a grievance regard-
ing the election. In his grievance, he states I 
that the lack of time between the 
Assembly'S passage of the constitution 
and the election for students was inade-
quate. H e also states the lack of publicity, 
the lateness in the year of the election, and 
the fact that the the election was only held 
for one day are sufficient reasons to' make 
the election invalid. 
Butler agreed with the grievance. 
"I'm behind Steve on that," Butler said. 
"There should have been a full page rtd in ~ 
The O l1rent, so the students could get a 
good look at it." 
I 
• 
.~ 
/ 
StaphaJ1i. Pla«/17te CWTeli l 
Carla Narvaez of the Latin American Dance Company of St. Louis, 
Inc. kicks up her heels Saturday in the J. C. Penney Building. The 
dance was part of World Fest '99 sponsored by the Office of 
Multicultural Relations/Academic Affairs. 
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SSlREDS 
UM-St. Louis students, faculty and staff: 
Classifieds are FREE!! 
CLASSIFIED 
RATES 
(314) 
516-5316 
Otherwise, classified advertising is $10 for 40 words or less in straight text Jonnat. Bold 
~ and CAPS letters are free. All classifieds must be prepaid by check, money order or credit 
card. Deadline is Thursday at 3 p.m. prior to publication. 
http://www.umsl.edu/studentlife/ current current@jinx.umsl.edu 
Page 7 
Mary Lindsley, (retiring!) advertising associate 
phone: 516-5316 fax: 516-6811 
e-mail: c urrent@jinx.umsl.edu 
"ri \'lffLE GtI'{ .. • WHI'H 
CA~1rl gl\~ \i.\iuu> ~o ~ 
~'{H£1l. "AV~, 1"E 'NcPJMl" 
)Ilf ofl.1~t "fill.' litE /" 
(800) 873-2673 ext. 179 for 
additional information. 
mi. ,$4,200. Call 516-5170. MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
White bunk bed, futon on 
bottom with mattress. Call 
l Perfect for college stu-dents! The Magic House, St. Louis Children's Museum 
is now hiring museum STUDY GUIDES - half off 
. Trudy at 781-3720 or Aaron 
at 644-5756 for details. 
The 8t. Louis Association for Retarded Citizens is looking for 
energetic, creative and dedicated people to work in employment, 
leisure, residential and day training settings with people with 
developmental disabilities. Part-time, full-time + seasonal postions 
available. Excellent benefits package, including on-the-job training. 
, 
~ 
guides. After-school , week-
end and summer hours are 
available. Pick up your appli-
cation at The Magic House, 
9:30-5:00 TueS.-Sat. For 
more information call 822-
8900 ext. 15. 
Driver needed for after-
noons . Errands, etc. Average 
10-12 hours per week. UM-
St. Louis area. Call Bobette 
for info: 38 
5-4190. 
Summer Jobs Available: 
Cord Moving and Storage is 
seeking help for the summer 
months. Starting pay is 
$8/hr. Flexible schedule/wek-
end work available. Contact 
retail prices! Barron's EZ-
101 Statistics - $3.50, 
Statistics the Easy Way - $6, 
Hurricane Calculus - $10 , 
Cliffs Calculus - $4, Math 
Smart II - $6, College 
Outlines, Calculus - $6.50. 
Call 994-0416 after 6 p.m. 
Fender Blues DeVille amplifi-
er and Fender American 
Strat-Plus. Call 389-0997. 
1989 PONTIAC LEMANS, 4-
speed manual , 34mpg, no 
AlC, just passed inspection, 
$600. Call 839-8535 and 
leave message. 
1995 Dodge Neon, 96 ,000 
SWM, UMSL student, seeks 
correspondence/friendship 
with single Indian female 
exchange student who also 
attends UMSL. Please write 
to: SWM, 475 Raven Lane, 
. Florissant, MO 63031-2129 
All are welcome to participate 
in a Mass at South Campus 
Residence Chapel , 12:05 
p.m. Thurs., May 13th. Call 
Betty Chitwood: 385-3455 
OP'PORTUNITY FOR 
"FILL-IN*THE-GAP I NCOME" 
WORKING PART-TIME (or full-time) HOURS 
EXCELLENT SITUATIONS FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS 
4 LOCATIONS (3 at Natural Bridge across from the Airport, 
1 on "The Landing" - downtown 
- all are easily accessible by MetroLink) 
Possibilities include: cashiers * valet * and shuttle drivers 
(Commercial Drivers License wI Passenger endorsement - we will train) 
Flexible Hours, Benefits w/FT, 
Call Peggy or Christopher: 427-4740 Mon· Tue· Wed 9AM4PM 
STCHARLES LANES 
70 
M 
1 
o 7 
u 0 
Send resume to: 
A-1! ST. LOUIS ARC 
1816 Lackland Hill Parkway Suite #200 
St. Louis, MO 63146 
EOE M/F/DN 
Tired of looking for your 
friends' phone numbers? 
Get connected. 
Look for 
Campus 
Connections 
Appearing on campus 
this fall. 
Pragnant? 
2 ____ 
R 7 
STUDENTS HALF-
PRICE BOWLING * 21e7 FIRST CAPITOL DR . 01:7 
. ~ I UMS~ ST CHARLES MO 53331 94.9-0311 
Summer Jobs 
Il/fPU'P~i 
An FDX CornJ]a'n:7.J 
We are currently looking for people to load and unload delivery vans and trailers 
on our early morning shifts (2:30 a.m.) at our locations in U City and Hazelwood. 
Start at $8.50Ihr and work up to $9.50/hr after 90 days. 
"NO Weekends "Tuition Reimbursement 
"Advancement Opportunities "Weekly Pay 
"Approximately 4-5 hours a day 
If interested, come and apply at the times & days listed below. 
Tues., Thurs., 
1 :00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
~ ~ ~ucDnnel Blvd. . -g o "'[U (j) 0.. . ~ ~ £ ~ ~ ~ 0. '" '" IEcn :§ <3 L8 ~ 
Missourt Bottom Rd. ...J 
5434 Eagle Ind. Ct. 
Hazelwood, MO 63042 
1-800-872-7296 ext. 6927 
EOE/AA 
Must be at least 18 years of age 
Mon., Wed., Frl., 
1 :00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Skinker Blvd. ~ 
6150 Olive Ln. 
St. Louis, MO 63112 
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PARKING, FROM PAGE 1 Theater Review 
tion, the rules for parking have not been changed. 
''The effect was that the rules were never changed. The 
parking rules that accompany the annual permit that state 
where you can park," Schuster said, "were always specific. It 
said students park in student lots, faculty/staff park in their 
designated lots." 
Black Rep offers 'Waiting for Godot ' 
Schuster said that a student group brought to his attention 
that there were a number of faculty parked in student lots. 
"We do ticket students in faculty/staff lots ," Schuster said, 
"and it seems only fair that we ticket faculty and staff in stu-
dent lots . 
Jeanne Zarucchi, senate chair, said if faculty cannot find 
parking in the immediate vicinity of a classroom building, 
they should be allowed to park in any legal open space. 
"It's not an issue of convenience," Zarucchi said. "What's 
at stake is the consequence of a faculty member not being 
able to make it to class on time. That situation disadvantages 
not only the faculty member but every student in the class." 
"Are we there yet? We said it as children; we are 
plagued by it as adults . No matter how short or 
long the trip, no matter how entertaining or boring 
the company, no matter how beautiful or inviting 
the scenery, the destination was all we could think 
about, and we often missed the best part of the 
trip-the journey itself," wTote J oneal J aplin, direc-
tor of the play, Waiting For Godot; Joplin 's words 
are taken from his directOr's notes in the program 
for the play. 
Samuel Beckett (1906-1989) is the playwright of 
Waiting For Godot. A native of Ireland, Beckett 
then moved to Paris in 1928, and in 1953 Wa iting 
For Godot was produced. In celebration of the 50th 
Anniversary of Waiting For Godot, The St. Louis 
Black Repertory Company is performing the play 
until May 16 at Grandel Theatre. Godat is filled 
with questions ranging from those pertaining to the 
purpose of life, to trying to figure Out what that 
smell is. It is a story of two vagrants who have been 
friends for over so years, sharing stories with each 
other from the Bible, as well as from their own 
experiences o f livi ng on the streets, while eating car-
rots or radishes. 
Waiting For Godot has a simple scenery of a tree, 
a large rock, and a country road. Estragon (nick-
named Gogo), played by Ron Himes, enters and sits 
on the rock. He proceeds in trying to take off his 
shoe, having some difficulty. Then Vladimir (nick-
named Didi) , played by Wayne Salomon, enters the 
scene, looking around the country road and into his 
pants. Didi questions Gogo as to where he slept the 
night before and if he was beaten. Then Didi rums 
the conversation around by discussing the Story of 
Jesus and the two thieves . He was wondering how 
the four evangelists could have been present at the 
crucifixion of Jesus and only one could have written 
about the tWO thieves. 
slave, Lucky, played by Robert Mitchell. Of course, 
they think that Pozza is Godot, bur later discover 
that he is not. 
Pozzo informs them that they are waiting for 
Godar on his land. Then Pozzo shouts a series of 
commands to his slave: "Coat . .. Whip ... Stool .. 
. Back . . . Basket." 
Lucky was holding the items that Pozzo was 
desiring. Pozzo took out a piece of chicken hom -
the basket and began to eat. Gogo and Didi) OOt 
having anything but carrots and radishes to eat, got 
exci ted at the presence of the chicken. \'ifhen Pozza 
threw the bone to the ground, Gogo hurriedly ran 
to pick it up and asked if he could have the bone. 
Pozzo told him to ask Luckv beCause the bones 
belonged to him. After much effort from Gogo, 
Lucky gestured wirh his head that he could have the 
bone. Finally, Gogo sat down to eat the bone. 
Michael Rankins, vice-president of the Student 
Government Association, has been asked by the SGA to 
compose a letter to the senate expressing the views of the 
SGA in this regard. 
"It is important for a faculty member to be on time to 
class; however, that does not permit for blatantly breaking 
the rules," Rankins said. "[If a student is late for class] their 
grade can be chopped as a result." 
After finishing a long or short discussion, either 
Gogo or Didi would resign themselves to the 
phrase, "Nothing to be done." 
Getting tired of waiting, Gogo desires to leave, 
but Didi reminds him that they can't leave because 
they're waiting for Godot. 
When they hear a noise, they run around uying 
to figure our what it is or who is coming. It is the 
cracking of a whip they hear. Then entering the 
scene are Pozzo, played by A. C. Smith and his 
There is still time for yo u to be entertained by 
this theatre classic, Wa!tlng Fa)' Godot. The waiting 
and the rambling of words are performed with wit 
and charm by the actors. For t ickets, call Metrotix 
at 534-1111 or The Black Rep Box Office a.t 534-
3810. -LIsa P,ett,is Rankins said in the letter that he will write to the senate, he may recommend some faculty parking be added in lots 
further from classes, where there is more space regularly 
available. 
"Let them take the shuttle," Rankins said. BAUGHER, FROM PAGE 4 
Corrections 
In Issue 946, Dwon Kelly was identified as a 
returning player for the Rivermen. He is not a 
returning player. 
In Issue 951, an SGA resolution calling for an 
apology to evening students over Homecoming 
voting was tabled, not defeated as earlier report-
ed. 
In Issue 955, a guest commentary misidentified 
Tuesday, Apr. 20 as a Thursday. 
tor. Talented, dedicated and possess-
ing of a work ethic unlike any I've ever 
seen, Mary is a joy to manage and a 
pleasure to supervise to say nothing of 
being one of the better people I've ever 
run across. Yes, Mary, you do have a 
soul. (Me, I'm not so sure about.) May 
you get all the happiness due you in 
life or at least Brad Pitt's phone num-
ber. (Bur if he doesn't call, it's his 
loss.) 
Thanks should also be heaped upon 
so many others: to Amy Lombardo, 
whose columns have so often outdone 
mine; to the web boys Jeremy Pratte 
and Josh Renaud who have turned an 
average internet site into a piece of 
HTML wizardry any organization 
would be proud to call their own; to 
Erin Stremmel, for seeing me at my 
worst on Sunday and still coming back 
the next week; to Ken Dunkin, the 
staff historian who will be giving ulcers 
to his sixth editor next year; to Many 
Johnson (the check is in the mail); to 
Anne Poner, Sue Britt, Owais 
Karamat, Jason Lovera, Cory 
Blackwood, Catherine Marquis-
Homeyer, Dave Kinworthy, Lisa 
Pettis, Kevin Buckley, Shavon Perkins 
. . . and a crop of volunteers tOo 
numerous to name and too important 
to forget. 
It has been a year of great people to 
know, great stories to tell and great 
memories to cherish. Just as it has 
been for more than three decades of 
Current staffers whose tradition we 
uphold. For in the end, my friends, we 
are oniy links in a chain, taking pride in 
our bit of pos terity, our piece of the 
present turned past, recording history, 
by the seat of our , pants, in grainy 
black-and-white, one issue at a time. 
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cation this summer that will help students understand 
what their parking fees are for, why they're high, and 
also to put them in the context of what [other] urban 
campuses pay. We want to put all that information for-
ward, so [students] understand it's not just a faceless 
bureaucracy that's raping them," he said. not enough to put it in the schedule of classes. It's not 
enough to put it in the catalog," he said. 
Grace said he hopes to be able to increase student sat-
isfaction in the University's weak areas, and to keep 
checking every few years by doing more surveys. 
It 's that SOrt of explaining and communicating of 
intentions that Grace said UM-St. Louis needs to 
lIT1prove on. 
"It's not enough to put stuff in the student guide. It's 
"Even if the information is there, we can't just sit 
smugly by and say it's your responsibility to read it. 
We've got to do it differently." 
"I don't have the answer for it yet," he said, "but 
that's why we're studyin.g it." 
BUDGET, FROM PAGE 1 
While no one seems to dispute {he massive drop in enrollment incurred at 
the beginning of the "five year plan," a series of sharp system-induced rate 
reallocations, cost cuts and tuition increases begininng in the early 1990's, 
there has been disagreement about what has happened since. 
According to figures provided by Krueger, UM-St. Louis saw a dramatic 
fall off of about 20,000 core credit hours between 1992 and 1993, followed by 
much smaller declines in succeeding years bringing the core base from almost 
250,000 in 1991 to under 213,000 hours for fiscal year 1998. 
Some on the budget and planning comittee see it differently however. 
Dennis Judd, president of the Faculty Council, prepared a scathing report for 
that body asserting that "enrollments, year-by-year, have gone up modestly 
but steadily." 
Calling the claim of enrollment shortfalls "a total fiction," the repon says 
campus revenues have gone up an average of 14% a year and blasts the admin-
istration for using the shortfalls to "justify reallocations made necessary only 
because the administration has consistently engaged in reckless budgetary 
policies." 
Zarucchi agrees saying that the difficulty is not enrollment figures but too 
much spending on campus expansion. 
''The faculty and those administrators responsible for recruiting students 
are actually doing an excellent job, but this is not the message that's being sent 
from Woods Hall because what's being said is that there is a shortfall," 
Zarucchi said. "There is no ... need for reallocation. It's a choice and it 's a 
choice which is imposed in order not to reduce the spending that is being 
committed to new programs." 
Krueger said total campus "headcount" enrollment has gone up but says 
that core credit hours still declined over the same period. He also agrees that 
the revenue over those years did rise due to tuition hikes but says that some 
of that extra money was already hardwired for system-mandated five-year 
plan intiatives. 
''The fees went up . . . " Krueger said. "So we did have more revenue. It's 
just that we were commItted to spend that revenue for certain system priori-
ties and campus priorities." 
Economics professor and committee member Tim McBride is concerned 
with the administration's projections for future enrollments calling them 
"problematic." 
''We've been basing our budget for several years now on enrollment pro-
jections that are larger than what we actually end up getting in as far as stu-
dents go," McBride said, citing the 230,000 core credit hour projection on 
which the administration has based its rate budget. The core credit hours for 
this year are projected to reach about 217,000. 
"You multiply that by dollars per student credit hour and that ends up 
being what the chancellor has called an enrollment shortfall and then she goes 
to the departments, the units and the colleges on campus and says you have 
to take budget cuts equal to that enrollment shortfall ... That becomes a cut," 
McBride said. 
Krueger and Driemeier contend that the 230,000 credit hour figure is a 
realistic figure for what the administration predicts the enrollments will even-
tually climb back roo This balances the rate budget and protects faculty and 
staff from layoffs, while the difference is made up by less painful temporary 
yearly cost taxations on units. 
"It means that the credit hour estimate is realistic over time. It may not be 
realistic in this year. So over time when we get back to 230,000 credit hours, 
we won't need any cost cutS," Driemeier said. 
Touhill hopes that that time is now as she works to institutionalize rate 
dollars and credit hours from outreach programs ro St. Charles and Jefferson 
Counties as well expansions in the fine arts programs. 
"By doing things like that we think we're going to be pretty close ro the 
230,000 credit hours," Touhill said. 
"Pay As You Go" 
No one claims that the budget is not experiencing shortfalls, projected this 
year at about $2.5 million, according to Krueger. What is at issue is why they 
exist and how to pay for them. The administration insists that temporary 
enrollment shortfalls are to blame while others insist slower growth could 
, bring balance and stop the reallocations. 
"The fact is that the University would not have had to make any realloca-
tion if it did not spend faster than it can afford to ," Judd said, blaming "a reck-
less budgetary policy in which the c),"pansion of the campus ... has taken place 
at a pace that is not at all correlated with budgetary realities or with any notion 
of ",-hat the impact of that rate of growth is on exi ring programs." 
The answer to reallocation, Judd suggests, is a "pay as you go" policy. Judd 
introduced a resolution advocating such a policy at a meeting of the commit-
tee in early February. The resolution, which passed unanimously, complained 
of "weakened core programs and services" and urged that "overall, cam-
puswide reallocations will occur only under exceptional circumstances." 
Since then, some on the committee feel that the resolution has been 
ignored. 
"Members of the committee are very disturbed at the apparent lack of 
response to the resolution that was passed earlier this year which advocated a 
principle of 'pay as you go,'" Zarucchi sa id. "In other words that campus 
spending should be restricted to the amount of money available and not the 
money that we wi sh we had." 
Driemeier said the chancellor is not "certain" but is "moving in that direc-
tion." 
"I think the chancellor has said that she is v.~lling to consider it and it could 
well be that she could be consistant with that policy next year." 
Touhill said she always listens to the committee's advice and implements 
it "as often as I can." She said she was concerned about the definition of "pay 
as you go" which she feared could squeeze out small programs. 
"The question is what do you mean by 'pay as you go?'" Touhill said. "If 
you really only do pay as you go you'd only look for big programs that would 
bring in a lot of students that would either break even or make a little profit." 
Judd dismissed the idea that "pay as you go" would necessitate rate reallo-
cations as "completely absurd." 
"The reason that rate cuts would have to be made is that the administra-
tion has built a house of cards by spending money toO fast," Judd said. 
Judd refused to comment on specific programs he felt the University 
should scale back but others have suggested that such things as the endowed 
, professorship program should be delayed as part of an effort to curtail spend-
mg. 
"Nobody's saying [the professorships are] a bad idea ... " Zarucchi said at 
last month's meeting. "Nobody's saying the campus shouldn't grow but if 
we're CUtting, one way to slow our growth is not to proceed with new hires ." 
The Reserve 
Driemeier said funding for the endowed professorships comes in some 
part from the chancellor's reserve or cushion which itself came under fire at 
the April meeting. Many committee members asked about the sources and 
amounts of the reserve for which the chancellor said she had no figures. 
During the meeting, Judd critcized the reserve which he said was being "scav-
enged" out of departments and units for reallocation ro various projects. 
Others expressed serious concern about why the chancellor could not give 
numbers on the fund and asked why the re.sen 'e WJS not used to avoid cost 
dollar taxation from the units. 
"I think it's news to some of the faculty that those sort of reserves sit in 
the budget in Woods Hall because they could have been used to cover these 
budget cuts, so the budget cuts didn't have to happen," McBride said. .l) 
Interviewed later, Touhill estimated the size of the reserve at about $4-7 
million but she said most of it flows back out ro the campus units every year 
ro backstop departments and fund various programs, while some of the rest 
is used for "new opportunities" like minority hiring and endowed professor-
ships. At the meeting, Interim Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 
Martin Sage confirmed that his unit received more money back from the 
chancellor than taxation took. 
"What we normally do is we give out about four million dollars on the 
average every year out to the units in cost dollars," Touhill said. 
She said freezing the search for endowed professors, as Zarucchi suggest-
ed might be a problem since the funds have already been secured and if the 
position is not filled on a three-year timetable, UM-St. Louis would risk los-
ing the spot to another campus. 
Krueger said it was very difficult to identify the exact sources of the reserve 
at a "macro" level but Touhill indicated that some of it was there from the pre-
vious administration while some mission enhancement funding also went 
through it. 
Both Krueger and Driemeier said such a fund was not unusual for any ) 
organization head to have and was needed to backstop departments that fall 
in the red, as the chancellor has done several times in the past. , 
"No executive officer ofan institution this size will not have some conti- .A 
gency monies because if she runs a deficit, she's history," Driemeier said. 
Some, like Ratcliff, had expressed concern over faculty salaries but 
Driemeier said that faculty salaries had gone up by about one-third since 
1991. McBride, however doesn't feel salaries are the major issue. 
"That's not really the biggest concern," McBride said. "I think people are 
really most concerned about the core infrastructure of the institution. We're 
concerned that we're losing collegues and not replacing them ... We're con-
cerned that certain sections cannot be offered on a timely basis for srudents. 
We're concerned that we can't staff our offices properly so that our research ,,1 
can get done but also the students can be served." 
Driemeier sees the issue as a difference in philosophies. Krueger says "bud-
gets can be looked at in a multitude of ways." 
"I don't think that there is a right answer or a wTong answer ... " Driemeier 
said. "I think it is a inatter of how you choose to manage the institution." 
I r-----------------------------------------~~ 
LUCAS HUNT VILLAGE 
HAS SOME REFRESHING LESSONS IN FINDING 
THE PERFECT APARTMENT! 
Lesson 1: How to get the best value in an 
. apartment! Pay only $350.00 for a one 
bedroom and $395.00 for a two bedroom! 
Lesson 2: How to get free heat and hot 
water! Move to Lucas Hunt Village! 
Lesson 3: How to enjoy a sparkling pool 
lighted tenni s courts, 9 laundry facilities, a 
privacy gate and a volleyball area all year 
long! Move to Lucas Hunt Village! 
Lesson 4: How to make Lucas 
Hunt Village your new-home! 
Don't wait, call now! 
381-0550 
AUTODRIVEAWAY 
COMPANY 
• Door to Door 
• 60 Offices 
• Since 1952 . 
• Trucked or 
Driveaway 
• Insurance 
beyond Federal 
Requirements 
1155 Francis PI. · 726-2886 
